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**Abstract.** Since the reform and opening to the world, the development of science and technology has made great progress. A large amount of scientific and technological resources has been accumulated in China, the storage forms of which can be divided into two categories: structured data and unstructured data. SOLR playing an important role in this field is a means for us to obtain information and data fast and precisely. In this paper, we import the stored data to SOLR, and establish the index of relevant content. Then the retrieval results data could be presented quickly on the basis of index.

**Introduction**

Since the reform and opening to the world, the development of science and technology has made great progress. In 2017, the main quantitative indicators of scientific and technological innovation have leaped to the top 3 in the world. China has become an influential country of innovation. The international ranking of 10 indicators of scientific and technological innovation, such as personnel, funds, papers and invention patents, has all entered the top three in the world. A large amount of scientific and technological resources has been accumulated in China, the storage forms of which are also rich and diverse. Generally speaking, it can be divided into two categories: structured data (i.e. line data, stored in ordinary databases, which can be logically expressed in a two-dimensional table structure) and unstructured data (referring to all formats of XML, office documents, HTML, text, pictures, various reports, video, audio information, etc., including completely unstructured data and semi-structured data Chemical data).

How to find the useful information from the massive science scientific and technological resources efficiently becomes a prose because traditional ways are expensive and difficult to extend. The search engine which plays an important role in this field is a means for us to obtain information and data convenient and fast. An excellent search engine framework requires features such as efficient indexing, timely search responses, and reliable system services. In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes a large-scale full-text visualization analysis system based on SOLR [1, 2, 3, 4]. It integrates the science and technology resources in different resource databases and realizes quick search on this basis. The main reason why SOLR is adopted in this paper is that it is a relatively mature solution in the field of information retrieval, and it also has high efficiency and speed for large-scale data.

SOLR is a high-performance full-text retrieval tool based on Java, which is widely used in Enterprises. SOLR is built based on Lucene [5, 6], which provides a complete search function. The SOLR server accepts the HTTP data request, and then passes the return data results through XML, JSON and other formats. SOLR can data from different types of databases and different formats are uniformly indexed, and carry on the full text retrieval.

**Technical Framework**

SOLR search engine can effectively solve the problem of full-text search and improve the search (query) performance of the system. Its technical structure is as follows:
In the portal of golden education project or other projects, the main search includes two categories: one is all kinds of information on the web page crawled from the internal network; the other is business data based on the specification and from the business system, such as retrieving the information of a certain student, teacher and school.

**Experiment**

Simulation environment:
- CPU: Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU e5-2660 V2 @ 2.20GHz 32 core; Memory: 128G; Hard disk: 10T; Concurrent number: 500; Increase mode of concurrent users: initialize 5 concurrent users per second.
- Data volume: about 0.5billion, 1.3TB (including project, personnel, organization, paper, patent, audio, video and other data).
The results show that the average processing power of personnel association query is 8946.626 transactions/second and the average response time is 0.047 seconds.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

The enterprise-level open source retrieval platform SOLR has powerful functions, low acquisition cost, high secondary development efficiency, and strong scalability. In the face of massive data, SOLR performs well, and its concurrent performance is good. At the same time, cache resources can reach a high utilization rate. Applying SOLR’s functional characteristics to the construction of technology resource platforms has obvious advantages and broad application prospects.

With the development of artificial intelligence, more and more intelligent algorithms and tools will emerge. In the next step, we will pay more attention to some other tools, such as Hermes and Zebra [6, 7, 8].
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